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I. INTRODUCTION
The most indelible word “GREEN” is having an unprejudiced
value in all over the globe to entrench an unblemished
environment, where common people can have the most
peaceful occupational platform to perform and on the other
hand they are truly able to settle the great professional sphere
with words and wisdom. Moreover any pure environment
really helps us to generate the additional energy and the
indomitable spirits of culture through an absolute positivity of
progress in all the regards. An environment is fabricated by a
lot of attributes, which are living and non-living in nature.
Most notably land, soil, climate, temperature, water do play an
opulent role to make it green and to ensure the hazardless
society as well. Therefore it is one of the best social mediums
for our rapid communal breakthrough at all.
II. THE FUTURISTIC AIM OF GREEN
ENVIRONMENT
Environment is the biggest priority from the perspective of
global environment and its cultural magnification as well.
Because progress can never be successful without any active
social activity right now in all over the world.








Neat Community: Social leaders do have the prodigious
responsibilities to project an astounding community for
green progress. Each social leader must be very aware
about the essence of green and the multifarious functions
respectively. So that, they shall be disseminating this
crucial message to the entire society in a befitting manner.
Nicety of Environment: This nicety is really essential for
the destined social welfare, which affects a lot for each
member of a society to protect the environment from any
hazard in deed. So that, it shall be entirely peaceful and
amicable to touch the communal attainments in style.
Adequate Tree Plantation: This awareness shall be truly
pivotal for the entire universe to be alive in an
unblemished platform. So plantation must be really
effective to generate more oxygen and to provide the
same to each one of us as per the real need in deed.
Vigorous Supervision: As per the superb communal glory
it is truly praiseworthy to supervise the entire process
regarding “Tree Plantation” and the worthy usage of this
in all over the globe. So it shall be really easier for all of
us to enjoy the bright social sustainability in an amicable
manner.



Educational Conferences about Green: It is our asset
forever. Each individual shall have to be absolutely very
alert about the wide celerity of Green Environment.
Moreover they will be able to participate and share their
encyclopedic thoughts about the pivotal environment.
 Invitation of Invited Speakers: This opportunity must be
incorporated with this global initiative. So that, renowned
speakers shall have their needful opportunity to come
here from different provinces to expound their agreeable
perception about green environment and that shall highly
enriching for each one of us to be exclusively aware to
alive the environment in a conservative manner.
 Approval of Ample Land: Green environment does save
our life through mighty air and requisite oxygen. So we
need the sufficient space for Tree Plantation. That is why
we need to approach to the Government to approve a
minute space to organize this venture shortly.
 Environment Management: This subject must be included
in all B-Schools so that, students shall have the massive
scope to do their higher study in all over the globe not
only for their rightist placement but to learn this subject
as a hole.
III. CONCLUSION
G- Gorgeous
R-Reformation
E- Enlarged
E-Escalating
N- Nimble
As per this modified conception






We have to fabricate the gorgeous environment for all,
where everybody shall be contributing for the best social
culmination.
We shall have to come at front to reform this unblemished
society absolutely neat and clean. So it shall be really
inestimable in nature.
This environment shall be evergreen and enlarged in
volume. So that, it shall be a ubiquitous evidence.
This social initiative shall have to have an absolute
escalation to make it true and realistic for this regimented
universe in a befitting manner.
Each member of our society must be really nimble to
participate in this most reputable venture and pay the
voluminous effort to enrich the evergreen heaven, where
the societal commitments shall be victorious like
anything.
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